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The School of Music at Boston University, founded in 1873, combines the depth, intensity and 
intimacy of conservatory training with a broadl y based, traditional liberal arts education. The 
School enriches its programs with a wide range of electives that are offered through the o 
--
schools and colleges within the University. The School of Music's approximately 500 on t us 
students are pursuing undergraduate and graduate degrees, certificates in opera, performance 
diplomas and artist diplomas, in a variety of majors that range from performance, theory and 
composition, musicology, music education, collaborative piano, orchestral and choral conduct-
ing, to historical performance. The School of Music also offers doctoral and master's degrees in 
music education online. 
Alumni of the School of Music are contributing significantly to the musica l cultu re of the United 
States and the world, and can be found in positions with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, New 
York Philharmonic, Ch icago Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, National Symphony, Minnesota 
Orchestra, Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Singapore Symphony, Metropolitan Opera, New 
York City Opera, Lyric Opera of Chicago, San Francisco Opera, Houston Grand Opera, Paris 
Opera and Munich Opera. Alumni also hold faculty positions at New England Conservatory, 
Wellesley College, Duke University, Brandeis University, University of Oklahoma, Cornell Uni-
versity, University of Missouri, Beijing Conservatory, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, 
Harvard University, and elementary and secondary schools, among others. Musical organiza-
tions that form the heart of cultural life in Boston, including Handel & Haydn Society, Boston 
Baroque, Boston Lyric Opera, Cantata Singers & Ensemble, Boston Musica Viva, Collage New 
Music, Emmanuel Music and Opera Boston, also enjoy the presence of many Boston University 
School of Music alumni within their ranks. 
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November 24, 2008 
Symphony Hall 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra and Symphonic Chorus 
David Hoose, Conductor 
JOHN ADAMS 
MAURICE RAVEL 
Fearful Symmetries 
- Intermission-
Daphnis et Chloe 
1•r tableau . Une prairie a la lisiere d'un bois sacre. 
Introduction et danse religieuse 
Danse generale 
Danse grotesque de Dorcon 
Danse legere et gracieuse de Daphnis 
Danse de Lyceion 
Nocturne. 
Danse lente et mysterieuse des Nymphes 
2• tableau . Camp des pirates. 
Introduction 
Danse guerriere 
· Danse suppliante de Chloe 
3• tableau . Paysage du 1°' tableau , a la fin de la nuit. 
Lever du jour 
Pantomime (Les amours de Pan et Syrinx) 
Danse genera le (Bacchanale) 
PROGRAM NOTES 
JOHN ADAMS (b. 1947) 
Fearful Symmetries 
Tiger, tiger, burning bright 
In the forests of the night, 
What immortal hand or eye 
Could frame thy fearful symmetry? 
(Wi ll iam Blake, 1757-1828) 
Adams's clear reference to Blake's poem, "The Tiger," appears to bear no programmatic 
relationship, but takes a litera l turn toward the last two words of the stanza. As the com-
poser said of the work, its "almost maddeningly symmetrical four-and eight-bar phrases 
line up end to end, each articulated by blazingly obvious harmonic changes and an in ~ 
chugging pulse." The charge of the insistent pulse is only tiger-like, but seems to evoke: 
the trochaic hexameter of Blake's poem. The composer calls it travelling music, "music 
that gives the impression of continuous movement over a shifting landscape." His is not a 
landscape of the jungle, but a cityscape of the urban metropolis, possibly Rome. 
Fearful Symmetries took shape slowly in the spring of 1988, shortly after the first series of 
Nixon in China performances in the U.S. and Europe, whi le Adams was taking advantage of 
a fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. Nixon must have been very much on his 
mind, as it is very much apparent in Symmetries, although this time expressed through a 
purely instrumental medium. The composer writes, "What appea ls to me most about the 
piece is the timbre: It mixes the weight and bravura of a big band with the glittering, syn-
thetic sheen of techno pop and the facility and finesse of a symphony orchestra." In fact it 
was the Orchestra of St Lu ke's in New York that had the foresight to commission the piece 
and give its first performance. The composer cond ucted the premiere almost twenty years 
ago to date in Avery Fi sher Hall. 
The 61 year-old composer John Coolidge Adams is well known to concert audiences, but it 
may come as a surprise to some that he was born and raised in nearby Worcester. Pro-
found ly important to his musical out look and compositional voice is his local experience 
playing in town bands and community orchestras. Clarinet lessons with his father, and later 
with Feli x Viscuglia of the BSO, led him to eventua lly perform on various occasions in this 
very hall we sit in tonight. After completing high school , he joined the long list of young 
composers who attended Harvard College, where he felt the influence of its faculty, includ-
ing Leon Kirchner, Earl Kim, Roger Sessions, Harold Shapero and David Del Tredici . 
After moving to San Francisco in 1971, Adams taught at the San Francisco Conservato y and 
immersed himself in the Bay Area 's new music cu lture. It is not surprising that at a · ig 
age, Adams did not fall in line with the aesthetics and procedures of European post r 
composers. Not unlike Charles Ives, he found his New England roots expressed in works 
such as Shaker Loops (1978), yet manifesting the metrical and harmonic approaches of what 
came to be known as minima lism. As the conductor of the San Francisco Conservatory's 
New Music Ensemble, he commissioned and introduced new works, and was appointed 
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new music advisor to the San Francisco Symphony. Nixon in China followed several years 
later when Peter Sellars approached Adams about writ ing an opera based on Nixon's 
historic si x-day vis it to Ch ina. The opera was televised by PBS and received both an Emmy 
and a Grammy award. Today, Adams maintains an act ive schedule as a conductor. He has 
conducted frequently in America and abroad, including the London Sinfonietta, the Halle 
Orchestra, the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, and the Deutsches-Symphonie-Orchester 
Berlin. 
-Richard Bunbury 
Richard Bunbury is an assistant professor of music in the School of Music at Boston University. 
He previously served as a faculty member in the Music History and Music Education departments 
at Boston Conservatory, and has taught at Aquinas College, Simmons College and Bunker Hill 
Community College. He has published articles in the American Organist, Pastoral Music, Catholic 
M - ducator, and is a contributor to the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, the 
I 
Er;__ pedia of 20th Century Musicians and Composers, the Encyclopedia of African American 
Music and Sacred Christmas Music. His research interests include the history of sight-singing 
methodologies, and the paths through which music, education, and religion intersect. 
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MAURICE RAVEL (1875-1937) 
Daphnis et Chloe 
Writers of poetry, novels, political and social history, criticism of literature, art and music, 
often focus upon past cultures as object lessons for a given present. The Arcadian litera-
ture of the Hellenistic age has similarly and unfortunately been utilized as a model for later 
societal frameworks. The Roman poet Virgil in his Eclogues created the imaginary Arca-
dia as a non-Biblical Eden, though he knew the actual Arcadia in Greece to be harsh and 
mountainous. Longus, about whom we know next to nothing, save that he lived in the third 
century A.C.E., wrote the most famous Arcadian tale, Daphnis et Chloe. In this evocation of 
rustic innocence, he extended the vision of Arcadia as gentle and fertile, a paradise in which 
sheperds and sheperdesses lived a pure innocent life untouched by the world's troubles, 
and most especially by the constraints of Judeo-Christian morality. 
After being forgotten for twelve centuries, the Renaissance revived this myth, led by J o 
Sannazzaro in 1504, whose Arcadia inspired a similar work by Sir Philip Sidney in 1581 ~ .. 
literally hundreds of succeeding literary fancies. In the seventeenth century, painters like 
Nicolas Poussin and Claude Lorrain used this as a subject for idealized landscapes peopled 
by symbolic figures seemingly leading idealized, passionately amatory, unrestrained lives. 
Their paintings, however, began to criticize this culture of unalloyed pleasure as short-sight-
ed and unreal. Yet it became fashionable for noblemen and women, particularly in England 
and France, to dress up as pseudo-shepherds and indulge themselves in Arcadian pleasures 
as an escape from the everyday cares that even they felt. After the French Revolution, this 
convention would be increasingly satirized by writers like Victor Hugo and composers like 
Jacques Offenbach, whose operetta Daphnes et Chloe of 1860 lampooned the moral stan-
dards and behavioral habits of many in his audience. But this lying, generalized daydream 
of rural tranquility and happy simplicity refused to die, even in the twentieth century, as 
people who had abandoned their farms for cities, spreading a complex urban society that 
became increasingly polluted, dehumanizing and oppressive, longed for a return to a life of 
pure clean air and simple virtue. A large proportion of our population still longs to settle in 
some rural, isolated retreat from the world that Robert Browning called "too much with us, 
coming and going" everywhere and all the time. 
When the legendary Russian theatrical impresario Sergei Diaghilev commissioned Maurice 
Ravel in 1909 to compose a ballet on Michel Fokine's scenario, loosely based more on San-
nazzaro than on Longus, one would not expect that such a work would take on an aggres-
sively political or social position. The relatively abstract nature of ballet and the romantic 
outlet of all long narratives in dance before Petrushka mitigated against such a result. Leon 
Bakst, the designer of the original set, and the startling and wildly unpredictable Vaslav 
Nizhinskii, who would create the role of Daphnis, both demanded that the music be · ~sh , 
gorgeous and sexually expressive as possible. The pre-World War I Ravel, normally ,pli-
ant with the wishes of his commissioners, produced a work for huge orchestra and chorus 
that takes the best part of an hour, and at least superficially fulfills the desires of his patron 
and his colleagues. 
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The ballet premiered at the Theatre du Chatelet in Paris on June 8, 1912, conducted by 
Pierre Monteux, and according to some witnesses, got a brilliantly executed production by 
the Ballets Russes with the most creati ve, professional and talented cast Diaghilev could 
assemble. It would be very difficult to accurately assess the critics' or audience's reception 
of the work at the premiere, but within a few years, the ballet faded from the repertory, and 
the few recent revivals have been met with general disappointment or, in the case of the 
Sydney Dance Company production of 1982 (now available as a video) unabated derision. 
In the 1920's, critics found the relative lack of success of the ballet as all but inexplicable. 
The music itself earned universal praise; Edward Burlingame Hill, for instance, called it 
Ravel 's orchestral masterpiece. My friend Henri Gondorphe, who saw an early performance, 
opined that "the music was so overpowering in its expressivity that it dwarfed the dancer, 
and made their movements seem impotent. The leaps at some of Ravel's grand pauses 
could not soar as high or last as long as the orchestral silences, and the music's sweeping 
gestures could not be equaled by the dancers' arms or body movements. Perhaps it should 
ha· - een conceived as a film." ( 
Ravel attempted to save the music by extracting two suites from the ballet to be performed 
in a concert apart from the dance. In this regard, the second suite quickly became by far 
the more popular of the two, the first thus became rarely heard . In the early 1960s, Earnest 
Ansermet initiated a crusade to perform the complete ballet music; with his Orchestre de 
la Suisse Romande and the Geneva Motet Choir, he led many enormously successful con-
certs, both in Switzerland and on European tours. Ravel had called the original a "symphonic 
choreographique,'' conceiving it as an entity held together by carefully constructed motivic 
unity and a manifestly clear overall tonal plan, so the hour-long original displayed enough 
musical interest to engage an audience even without its visual component. Within a decade, 
conductors and orchestras all around the world followed suit, attaining far greater success 
with Daphnis as an orchestral showpiece than the original ballet ever experienced. Critics 
and music lovers now universally accept Daphnis et Chloe as the ultimate product of the pas-
sionately romantic side of the impressionist movement. 
Perhaps the most useful aspect of this performing the ballet music as a whole has been 
the restoration of some of the marvelous passages Ravel excised from the music when he 
crafted the suites. My personal favorite passage among these has to be the very opening 
entry of the cast of sheperds and sheperdesses (measures 1-39), leading into an impres-
sive Danse re/igieuse. This place introduces si x of the principal musical ideas over a series 
of extended pedal tones in the bass. These ideas include a piling up of perfect fifths past 
the point where any other composer would essay such a construct (signifying the grand 
scope of the upcoming work), the immediate entry of the wordless chorus in fourths to 
complement the rising fifths, a "danger" motive a tritone above the tonic A in the oboe's top 
register, a "love" motive played by the virile horn, a prolepsis of the famous "sunrise" motive 
late in the plot, and the "rustling leaves" that constitutes the basic "nature" motive that 
rect; roughout the work. All of this happens both in series and simultaneously over a set 
of p1:... that move ever so gradually from A to G to F to E-flat to (-sharp to Band back to 
A, a subliminal whole-tone scale that avoids the old -fashioned tonally stabilizing effect of 
E, the dominant of the basic A major of the whole. This avoidance catalyzes the nature of 
the scene in Longus' never-never-land. Nowhere in the program or dramatic music of Liszt, 
Wagner, Verdi, Mahler, Debussy or Richard Strauss can one find so rich, complex and subtle 
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a concatenation of unprecedented musical effects as in these 39 measures. 
The musical language of Ravel in his Daphnis differs greatly from that of Debussy, par-
ticularly his contemporaneously composed ballet for Diaghilev called Jeux. Ravel piles up 
chords in thirds-not only to the seventh, but the ninth and even the eleventh. Like Debussy 
when evoking the ancient world, Ravel employs pseudo-modal scalar formations to suggest 
the modal systems of the classic Greeks, but unlike Debussy, he pits chromatic counter-
melodies against these modal scales. Ravel's textures tend to be thick, and his bass lines 
tend to be structural and strong, controlling a fairly regular harmonic rhythm, all procedures 
antithetical to Debussy. There can be little doubt that the choral sound in Debussy's 1903 
Sirenes influenced the way Ravel used the chorus here, but the brass soloist fanfares that cut 
into the choral background sound more like Rimsky-Korsakov than Debussy. The smooth-
ness of the transition from one section of the ballet into another imitates Stravinsky's 
recently completed Firebird. Yet the whole could have been composed by nobody but Ravel. 
He ta kes our breath away with one unimagined effect after another: the unaccomparn 
wordless chorus at the midpoint of the story, the fabulous flute and piccolo writing of the 
Syrinx section, the unusual 7/4 meter in the dance of the young girls attempting to lure 
Daphnis into their circle, the angular melodies of Dorcon's grotesque dance, the languorous 
initial coming together of the two principals, the capture of Chloe by the pirates, her vain 
pleading with the pirate captain, the ever-popular magic of the sunrise, the intervention of 
the great god Pan, and the final general dance featuring its glorification of sexual coupling. 
His music paints these moments so vividly that one hardly needs to see these scenes 
manifested in the dance. In fact, when one does so in the Sydney production, one recoils at 
its gross ludicrous manifestation of this delicately sensuous work. The Australian rendition 
makes grotesquely explicit what the composer left implicit in his always impeccable sense 
of balance and fastidiousness, taste and judgment. 
Like Ravel's previous ballet project on the Mother Goose stories, this music allows child-
hood fantasies, such as those of the Grimm brothers, Hans Christian Andersen, and all the 
other creators of children's literature, to attain a three-dimensional life. He would, however, 
never write anything in this vein again, because his service in the war-to-end-all-wars left 
him weakened, embittered, at times unable to concentrate on composition, all but bro-
ken; it finally hastened his death. But he did tell pianist and close friend Helene Jourdain-
Morhange that he would have loved to write another theatre piece like Daphnis but that his 
heart had been hardened away from such subjects. 
I maintain, uniquely among commentators about th is work, that Ravel's ballet music, in his 
legendary coded manner, continues, even climaxes the sardonic position within the modern 
tradition of social criticism of the excesses of Longus' tale and of the Arcadian fantasy 
itself as a used-up convention. The program-note format does not allow me to pursue this 
hypothesis to its logical conclusion, but the listener cannot help but notice that, beh' ~ II 
the lush sonority of the work, lurks a mysteriously dark side that resists identificatio 1uch 
less exegesis. What could be more artificial and superficial than the "purity" of the inno-
cence of the young couple, the pure evil of the pirates, the pure insipidity of Dorcon and the 
shepherds, the pure, cruel inscrutability of the gods, and the pure obliviousness of the 
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plot-all point to the fact that the world in which we live cannot relate to this silly fiction of 
a bucolic Eden. 
All these "purities" exist only in an escapist fantasy. Adults have to deal with the world as 
they find it, with its often hidden and complex rewards, snares, lures, and moral trials. The 
deus ex machina, the god who descends and makes everything come out happily or at least 
tolerably, has lost all credibility. Sexual innocence even among children had been debunked 
long before Freud. In the world in which we live, we face an environment of constant sexua l 
enticement and frustration. As Groucho Marx once said to a pretty girl he ogled when she 
pointed to her wedding ring: "but that only protects one finger! " And as George Hamilton 
once boasted, "I can resist anything but temptation." We exist to change the world, and 
we all hope that the alteration will be for its betterment. As George Bernard Shaw wrote 
in his Don Juan in Hell scene in Man and Superman, "God created the world in six days and 
saw that it was good, while Don Juan lived in it for twenty and saw that it needed to be 
irr: ed! " 
I, 
We require lessons provided by moral fables, but Longus' fable of Daphnis et Chloe seems 
to lack a moral , and if Ravel adds one, he does not make it obvious. Perhaps he conceals a 
moral we have previously not had the wit to decipher-that the universe we know possess-
es obstacles and dangers of its own that will not be and cannot be solved by any supernatu-
ral force. Ravel set both of his ballets on stories primarily for children, while most of the rest 
of his music he intended for sophisticates. But the moral and its decipherment, as well as 
thousands of details within this musical fabric, require a degree of sophistication from any 
listener who tries to drink it all in. We all, whether musically sensitive and informed or not, 
cannot help but love Daphnis et Chloe, because all of us retain a great deal of the child within 
us, no matter how old we get. I am now 74 years old; by the time I am 85, I am sure to love 
this music more than ever. 
-Joel L. Sheveloff 
Joel L. Sheveloff is a professor of music in the School of Music at Boston University. In over 
forty years of teaching in the School of Music, Dr. Sheveloff has developed and taught over 
fifty courses, in topics ranging from medieval keyboard music to opera to music in the Soviet 
Union. Dr. Sheveloff earned the 2004 Metcalf Cup and Prize for Excellence in Teaching, the 
University's highest teaching honor. · 
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DAVID HOOSE conductor 
David Hoose is a professor of music in the School of Music at Boston 
University, where he is Director of Orchestral Activit ies. He has been 
Music Director of the Cantata Singers and Ensemble since 1984, and has 
been Music Director of Collage New Music since 1991. For eleven years, 
Professor Hoose was also Music Director of the Ta llahassee Symphony 
Orchestra. · 
Professor Hoose is the 2008 recipient of Chora l Arts New England 's 
Alfred Nash Patterson Lifetime Achievement Award, whose former 
recipients include Craig Smith, Donald Teeters, Lorna Cooke De Varon, 
Blanche Moyse, Daniel Pinkham, and Elliot Forbes. He is also the 
recipient of the 2005 Alice M . Ditson Conductors Award, given in recognition of exceptiona l 
commitment to the performance of American music, and whose past recipients include Leor:io rd 
Bernstein, Andre Previn, Eugene Ormandy and Leopold Stokowski. During his tenure with 
Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra, the city of Tallahassee declared a week to be named after 11i'm 
in recognition of his contributions to the cultural life of the region. As a horn player and founding 
member of the Emmanuel Wind Quintet, he was a recipient of the Wa lter W. Naumburg Award 
for Chamber Music, and he was the recipient of the Dmitri Mitropolous Award for his work at the 
Tanglewood Music Center. 
Under Professor Hoose's leadership, Collage and Cantata Singers have given hundreds of pre-
mieres and have been active commissioners of dozens of new works, including music by John 
Harbison, Peter Chi ld, James Primosch, Andre lmbrie, Earl Kim, Stephen Hartke, Donald Sur, 
T.J. Anderson, Lior Navok, and Andy Vores . His recordings w ith these two organizations include 
music of Charles Fu ssell, Seymour Shifrin, Irving Fine, Ezra Sims, Ch ild, Sur, Harbison and others; 
his recording with Collage of Harbison's Mottetti di Montale, for New World Records, was a 2005 
Grammy Nominee for Best Performance by a Sma ll Ensemble. His other recordings appear on 
the Koch, Nonesuch, Delos, CRI and GunMar lab.els. 
He has conducted the Chicago Philharmonic, Singapore Symphony Orchestra, Saint Louis Sym-
phony, Utah Symphony, Korean Broadcasting Symphony (KBS), Orchestra Regionale Toscana 
(Florence), Quad Cities Symphony Orchestra, Ann Arbor Symphony, Opera Festival of New 
Jersey, and at the Warebrook, New Hampshire, Monadnock and Tanglewood music fest iva ls. 
In Boston, he has appeared as guest conductor with the Boston Symphony Chamber Players, 
Handel & Haydn Society, Back Bay Chora le, Chorus Pro Musica, and numerous times with both 
Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra and Emmanuel Music. He has also conducted Auros, ALEA Ill, 
Dinosaur Annex, Fromm Chamber Players, and the Brandeis Contemporary Players, the last of 
which he was the founder. 
Professor Hoose has severa l times been guest cond uctor at the New England Conservatory, and 
has conducted the orchestras of the Shepherd School at Rice University, University of Southern 
California, and the Eastman School. For the past three summers, he has been a faculty rr ·1,er 
at the Rose City International Conducting Workshop, in Portland, Oregon. Conductors w1. ;• 
he has mentored at Boston University now serve in a wide variety of distinguished conduct ing 
posit ions, from music directorships of college and youth orchestras, assistant and associate 
conductors of major U. S. orchestras, to music directorships of professional orchestras and opera 
compan ies. 
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ANN HOWARD JONES director of choral activities 
Dr. Ann Howard Jones is a professor of music and Di rector of Choral 
Act ivit ies at Boston University. Recognized for her expertise in conduct ing 
technique, choral and vocal pedagogy, rehearsal procedures and 
performance practice, Dr. Jones has delivered presentations at the national 
convention of the Music Educators National Conference and lectured on 
rehearsal techniques at the Internati onal Federation of Choral Music 
Symposium. She has been a guest faculty member at the universiti es of 
Missouri, Miami, Drake, San Diego State, Missou ri at Kansas City, Michigan 
State and North Texas. She del ivered a lecture on score preparation for a 
professiona l training workshop at Carnegie Hall, and the following year 
she was invited to prepare the chorus for Charles Dutoit's performance 
of Stravinsky, Poulenc and Faure at Carnegie Hall. She was invited by Chorus America to lead a 
wor)hop for conductors of children's choruses on the campus of Northwestern University and 
i1'. Francisco with the San Francisco Girls Chorus, and she was invited to lecture on voca l 
tec.11 ique in the choral rehearsa l at Jui lliard. Dr. Jones has also conducted the Mormon Taberna-
cle Choir in live broadcasts. She has served on panels for t he Chorus America National Conven-
tion in Washington, D.C. and for the Conductors Guild. 
Equally acclaimed as a conductor, her guest conducting appearances have included many all 
.state, district, regional and festival choruses. She has conducted the Boston University Sym-
phony Orchestra and Symphonic Chorus in the Verdi Requiem in Symphony Hall, wh ich the 
Boston Globe cal led "stirring" and "memorable." Dr. Jones conducted the Buffalo Ph ilharmonic 
Orchestra and Chorus, t he Boston University Symphonic Chorus and Orchestra's performance of 
Britten's War Requiem for t he 2004 Eastern Division Convention of the American Choral Direc-
tors Association, and the 2006 BU Symphon ic Chorus and Orchestra performance of Vaughan 
Wil liams' Dona Nobis Pacem in Carnegie Ha ll for the inauguration of Robert Brown, the current 
president of Boston Univers ity. 
Dr. Jones was Ass istant Conductor for Choruses with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra from 
1984 to 1998, where she was close ly associated with the late Robert Shaw, Music Director 
Emeritus and Conductor Lau rea te. She was the first Conductor of the Atlanta Symphony Youth 
Chorus. She served as Musical Ass istant with the Robert Shaw Chamber Singers and Festival 
Singers, whose performances led to numerous recordings on TELARC and crit ical acclaim at 
Carnegie Hall. As one of the organizers of the Robert Shaw Institute, she assisted Mr. Shaw in 
the musica l preparations for t he Institute, wh ich rehearsed, performed and recorded in France 
from 1988 to 1994. 
Among the awards Dr. Jones has received are Boston University's coveted Metcalf Award for 
Excellence in Teaching, an award based on peer eva luation of work in the classroom and student 
letters of support, and an invitation to lectu re for the Lilly Foundation's conference on the hu-
manities. 
'• 
In ',. pring of 2009, she has been invited to cond uct chorus and orchestra in the Vaughan W il-
liams Dona Nobis Pacem and Cenotaph, a premiere by Dominick Argento, at the National Conven-
tion of American Choral Di rectors Association in Oklahoma City. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
DAVID HOOSE conductor 
The Boston University School of Music orchestral program, under the gu idance of David Hoose, assumes an integra l 
and central role in the education of the School's instrumentalists, whether they are aspiring to professions as cham-
ber musicians, as orchestral musicians, or as teachers, or are looking to musical lives that combine all three. The 
repertoire of the three ensembles of the program-the Symphony Orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra, and the Wind 
Ensemble- reaches wide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to compelling if less fami liar compositions, and 
to music from this and the past centuries. The ensembles, led by an array of facu lty and guest conductors, present 
more than sixteen concerts each season, including col laborations with the opera and choral departments, and an-
nual performances in Boston's Symphony Hal l. 
Violin I Viola Piccolo 
Klaudia Szlachta, Nathaniel Farney, principal* Alexa ndra Conway 
concertmaster * Sharon Bielik * Zachary Jay 
Maelynn Arno ld * Michelle Brune * Chia Jung Lee 
Heather Braun * Graciela Briceno 
Emily Chao * Suyeon Lee* Flute 
Oksana Georgieva * Jessica Lipan * Nikoma Baccus 
Shui-1 Hsiung * Yuan-Chun Liu * Elzbieta Brandys A 
Jeanie Lee* Chen Lin* A lexandra Conway+ 
Leslie Levi * Li l it Muradyan ' Zachary Jay 
Charl es Nguyen Kiara Perico Chia Jung Lee 
Nina Bishop Nunn ' Emily Rideout' 
Vincent Piazza ' Rebecca Schauer Alto Flute 
Maha Saka i Tess Scott-Suhrstedt Meghan M iller 
Em ily Stewart' Dayla Stoerzbach ' 
Zaya Tsvetkova * Oboe 
Amanda Wa ng' Cello Jesse Barrett+ 
Jude Zil iak * Ariana Falk, principal * Krist ina Goettler' 
Brandon Brooks * Sara h Hassen 
Violin II Yu-Fang Chang' Nathan Swain 
Joanna Grosshans, principal' Soona Cha ng' 
Ashton Bush Nai lah Conner English Horn 
Hyun Ah Chang* Jason Dom ingo Sarah Hassen 
Da Hee Chung Matthew Flynn * 
James Harris Isa iah Gage E-flat Clarinet 
Julia Holl iday* Ming-Hu i Lin ' Molly Walker 
Bo Young Hyun ' Douglas Machiz 
Ku Yeon Kang Nara Shahbazyan * Clarinet 
Youee Kim* Daria Titova * Cho Danby 
Ji Hye Kim* Ted Vigneau Yi-Ju Lin • 
Eun Jung Lee * Janel Zarkowsky Molly Walker+ 
Esther Nahm Thomas Weston 
Yuiko Nakano Bass 
Julija Okrusko * Bebo Shui, principal' Bass Clarinet 
Kathryn Rooney * Brent Edmondson * Gun Hwa n Jung 
Miyuki Yamaguchi* Nathaniel Mart in Giacomo Smith 
Colleen Ruddy' 
Ju lianne Russell * Bassoon 
Henry Samuels Yoon Joo Hwang A 
Nicholas Schwa rtz Cheng Ma+ 
Tristan Sutton • Devon Nelson 
Contra bassoon 
Stephanie Busby 
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Soprano Saxophone Trombone Timpani 
Kristine Gray Courtney Sander Joseph Becker + 
Matthew Smith + John Kulevich • 
Alto Saxophone Jason Stein 
Zacha ry Bruno Johnny Watkins • Percussion 
Lauren Haley Joseph Becker 
Tuba Wei-Chen Lin 
Baritone Saxophone Douglas Jacobs • Matthew Raskopf • 
Giacomo Smith Benjamin Tileston 
Harp Luke Short 
Horn Michael Maganuco Chun-Yu Tsa i 
David Balandrin Talia Mai lman • Bro nwyn Wyatt 
Lau ra Carter · 
Jonathan Craft Piano 
Danie l Doyle Robert Mollicone Orchestra Ma nagers 
Megan Marranca + Ming-Hui Lin 
Elect ric Keyboard Vincent Piazza 
' 
et Wench ieh Lo Molly Walker 
S~c1 cer Aston + Sarah Wheeler 
Christopher Bel luscio * denotes strings in Adams 
Steven Del Ross Celesta +denotes principal in Adams 
Michae l Dobrinski • Sarah Wheeler · denotes principa l in Ravel 
Patrick Doyle 
Denn is Hawkins 
Matthew Lagarde 
Jared Tanner 
2008-2009: 
The Benjamin Britten Season 
November 7, 8 pm• Jordan Hall 
David Hoose, Music Director Benjamin Britten Cantata misericordium, Gab riel Faure Requiem 
ckets and information 
at 617-868-5885 or 
www.cantatasingers.org. 
This season is funded in part by 
the Britten-Pears Foundation. 
November 23 , 3 pm • Longy School of Music 
Britten Songs and Vocal Ch amber Music · 
Cantata Singers Chamber Series, Allison Voth, Music Director 
January 16, 8 pm • Jordan Hall 
All-Britten program featuring Serenade for Tenor, Hom and Strings 
Michael Slattery, tenor; Michael Thompson, horn 
February 7, 2 pm• All Saints Parish, Brookline 
Britten Noye's Fludde children's opera 
March 13, 8 pm •Jordan Hall 
Ludwig van Beethoven Mass in C 
Britten Suite from Death in Venice 
April 26, 3 pm • Roxbury Community College 
Britten The Little Sweep children's opera with PALS Children's Chorus 
May 8, 8 pm · Jordan Hall 
].S . Bach Cantata BWV 149 
Classroom Cantatas Student cantata premiere 
Andy Vares Natural Selection (World Premiere) 
Britten Psalm 150 with Boston Children's Chorus 
Britten The Company of Heaven 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
ANN HOWARD JONES conductor 
JUSTIN BLACKWELL assistant conductor and rehearsal pianist 
The Boston University Symphonic Chorus is a musical organization made up of students from ten foreign 
countries and thirty-four states. While there has been choral singing at BU since the 1800s, the chorus, in its 
present form, was founded in 1993. In its brief history it has performed many major chora l works and has a 
had a significant col laboration with the late Robert Shaw. 
Soprano Melissa Riesgo Tenor 
Emily Baker Emily Noel Schoen Martin Bakari 
Chelsea Bel I Anna Sims Tommy Barth 
Lauren Boyer Kirsten Smayda Jonathan Butterworth 
Caitlin Brett El izabeth Smith Jay Dulski 
Emily Cania Leah Smith Nicholas Foster 
Regina Carlo Brittany Sokolowski Jonathan Hannau 
Elizabeth Clark Angela Spignese Jamie Hillman 
Tara Deieso Katrina Tammaro Bryan Jimenez 
Erin Deskin Tonya Thomas Christopher Maher 
Kirsti Esch Sydnee Nico le Waggoner A lexander Maleyeff 
Kara Joy Fleishaker Jamon Maple 
Brittney Freed Alto Eri k Olson 
Lauren Goodhue Sarah Bashein Larry Ong 
Liana Guberman Rebecca Carden Joseph Pratolongo 
Jessica Guglielmo Jessica Chatterton R. Joshua Reynolds 
Rachel Haberman Erin Coffey Daniel Ross 
Lianna Hamilton Elizabeth Doyle Francisco Javier Rivera Serra! 
Rashida Hassan Elizabeth Evans Christopher Walters 
Olivia Hauck Christina Go Patrick T. Waters 
Mariko Henstock Christina Heizmann Timothy Westerhaus 
Sarah Hertwig Mary Henriquez Schuyler White 
Rachel An ne Hippert Tatyana llyin Cory D. W ikan 
Em ily Hudson Hyu nji Kim Hyun Yong Woo 
Emily Isaac Jaerim Lee Isaac Yager 
A lexandra Kalinowski Ka telin McCormick 
Jennifer Kane Caitlin McVeigh 
Yu-Chun Lai Sarah Nedzel 
Al lison Lynch Belinda Paige 
Lea Madda Sarah Pfitzer 
Rebecca Mandel Laura Pincus 
Katherine Marcincuk Tarria Poplar 
Megan McCamey Ashley Rabens 
Krista McClellan Erin Salada 
Margaret McGrath Greta Schmidt 
Amanda Meier Jodi Siegelman 
Tavia Merchant Griselda Toma ino 
Michele Murphy Kather ine Tyson 
Christine Noel Molly Wa lker 
Katherine O'Melia Lid iya Yankovskaya 
El len Reavey Cecilia Yudin 
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Bass 
Nicholas Barber Michael Convicer Aaron Krerowicz 
Justi n Thomas Blackwel l Tom Cu rry David LeVa lley 
Benjamin Bouton Michael Gallagan Ross Maddox 
Jonathan Brenner Stephan Griff in A lexander Macnow 
Jonathan Craft Mark Grippenburg Emmett Patton 
David Fried Thomer Gi l M ichael Peng 
David Casti I lo Gocher Jason Kahn Sebastian Remi 
Edward Clea ry Sea n Jacobsen Ian Schwartz 
Basi l Considine Larry Jones M icha Sherman 
Andrew Jordan Nathan Zu llinger 
Boston Youth Symphony 
ORCHESTRAS 
Federico Cortese, Music Direcwr 
LE NOZZE DI FIGARO 
"One of the leading youth 
orchestras in the country" 
- THE BOSTON GLOBE, 
MAY 2008 
Boston Youth Symphony 
Federico Cortese, Conductor 
MOZA RT Le nozze di Figaro, semi-staged 
Sunday, January 18, 2009, at 3 pm 
Sanders Theatre at Harvard University 
Tickets to this semi-staged opera make 
a great holiday gift! Order your tickets today! 
$25 and $30 
617-496-2222 
www.BYSOweb.org 
In residence at Boston University 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Founded in 1873, the School of Music combines the intimacy and intensity of conserva-
tory training with a broadly based, traditional liberal arts education at the undergradu-
ate level and intense coursework at the graduate level. The school offers degrees in 
performance, composition and theory, musicology, music education, collaborative 
piano, historical performance, as well as a certificate program in its Opera Institute, 
and artist and performance diplomas. 
In 1954, the College of Fine Arts was created to bring together the School of Music, 
along with two new entities: the School of Theatre and the School of Visual Arts. The 
University's vision was to create a community of artists in a conservatory-style school 
offering professional training in the arts to both undergraduate and graduate students, 
complemented by a liberal arts curriculum for undergraduate students. Since tho~ 
early days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun on the BU campus ano 
tended into the city of Boston, a center of rich cultural, artistic and intellectual activity. 
Boston University, founded in 1839, is an internationally recognized institution of 
higher education and research. With more than 30,000 students, it is the fourth 
largest independent university in the United States. BU contains seventeen colleges 
and schools, along with a number of multi-disciplinary centers and institutes that are 
central to the school 's research and teaching mission. 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Walt Meissner, Dean ad interim 
Andre de Quadros, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
Patricia Mitro, Senior Assistant Dean, Enrollment Services 
Stephanie Trodello, Assistant Dean, Development and Alumni Relations 
John Amend, Assistant Dean for Finance and Administration 
Ellen Carr, Executive Director of External Relations 
Chris Santos, Director of Development and Alumni Relations 
Jean Connaughton, Public Relations/ Marketing Associate 
Colleen Walsh Powell, Alumni Officer 
Molly Hirsh, Development and Alumni Relations Associate 
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FRIENDS OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
All of us at the College of Fine Arts are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who 
believe in the importance of supporting gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their 
generous annual contributions. Gi~s from the Friends of the College of Fine Arts fund important capital initia-
tives, educational outreach, events, programs, performances, and exhibitions, all of which directly assist the 
talented young artists of Boston University. 
We thank the following donors far their generous support during the 2007-2008 fiscal year. 
$1,000,000 and above 
Anonymous 
Ms. Judith R. Harris 
Dr. John Si lber 
1 0 to $200.000 
f, Mrs. Herman Miller 
Mr. and Mrs. Loren S. Miller 
The Estate of Faye G. Stone 
$25,000 to $99,999 
Aram and Jasmine Chobanian 
Mr. Stewart F. Lane and 
Ms. Bonnie Comley 
Surdna Foundation, Inc. 
Ms. Vi rginia E. Withey 
$5,000 to $24,999 
Anonymous 
Ors. John A. and Harriet S. Carey 
Clovelly Charitable Trust 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Bobbi Hamil l 
Lady Mercia M. Harrison 
Margaret S. Lindsay Foundation 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
Mrs. Elayne Russek 
Mr. Philippe Schwob 
Mr. Pierre R. Schwob 
Ms. Gael Towey 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
Dr. and Mrs. Ernst Hans von Metzsch 
$2,500 to $4,999 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Irving Caesar Fund 
Richard F. Balsam, M.D. 
Ms. Dorothy D. Cameron 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Dubbs 
Mr. M ichael Goldenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard I. Grausman 
Larry G. Jones and Ann Howard Jones 
Mr. Robert E. Krivi 
Mr. Rona ld S. Lauder 
Phoeni x Symphony Guild 
The Presser Foundation 
Renaissance Musical Arts, Ltd. 
Winnie and Charl ie Stakely 
Ms. Helen J. Steineker 
Mrs. Laura Rose Stone 
$1,000 to $2,499 
Anonymous 
Avedis Zi ldjian Company 
Mr. Ariel Bass 
Bose Foundation, Inc. 
Kim and Mary Lou Bradley 
Dr. Fred A. Bronstein 
Ms. Sandra L. Brown 
Richard D. Carmel Charitable 
Remainder Trust 
Frank A. D'Accone, Ph.D. 
Mrs. Margaret May Darnen 
Mrs. Teresa Del Piero 
Mrs. Ann B. Dickson 
Chester and Joy Douglass 
Mr. William E. Earle 
Dr. Richard W. Ekdahl 
Mr. Frederick L. Ensley 
Mrs. Marie V. Falabella 
Thomas C. Farrel l, Esq. 
Fidelity Investments 
Ms. Judith M. Flynn 
Mr. Steven G. Friedlander 
Mr. Frank C. Ginsberg 
Mr. Blake W. Hinson 
Phyllis Elhady Hoffman 
Mr. and Mrs. Dmitri l lyin 
Mrs. Ellen B. Kazis-Walker 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Casper Kehler 
David Carlton Kneuss 
Ms. Ronna S. Kress 
Mr. John E. Loveless 
The Reverend Dr. Joan B. Malick 
Ms. Margaret M. Martin 
McFadden Family Foundation 
Walt C. Meissner 
David A. and Mi ldred H. Morse 
Charitable Trust 
Ms. Andrea Okamura 
Ms. F. Tay lor Pape 
Sandra Lee Rowsell 
Mr. Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Mrs. Amy Abrich Shemin 
M·r. and Mrs. Oscar S. Straus 
Ms. Courtenay Brandreth Symonds 
Mr. Vincent P. Trunfio and 
Mrs. Susan E. Trunfio 
Wilson Butler Architects, Inc. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters, please contact us at 617-353-5544 or make a donation 
online at www.bu.edu/alumni/cfa/giving. We would love to welcome you into our donor community! 
' This list reflects donations made between July 15, 2007, and July 15, 2008. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRINGS Renee Krimsier flute HISTORICAL MUSIC EDUCATION 
Steven Ansell viola* Don Lucas trombone * PERFORMANCE Richard Bunbury * 
Edwin Barker double bass* Richard Menaul horn A ldo Abreu recorder Bernadette Colley • 
Cathy Basrak viola Suzanne Nelsen bassoon Sarah Freiberg Ellison Diana Dansereau * 
Bonnie Black pedagogy * Craig Nordstrom, clarinet cello Andre de Quadros * 
Lynn Chang violin Elizabeth Ostling flute Laura Jeppesen Jay Dorfman • 
Ju les Eskin cello Ken Radnofsky saxophone viola do gamba Andrew Goodrich· 
Edward Gazouleas viola Richard Ranti bassoon Christopher Krueger Patrick Jones * 
Raphael Hillyer viola Thomas Rolfs trumpet Baroque flute Ron Kos* 
Marc Johnson cello Mike Roylance tuba Catherine Liddell lute Warren Levenson 
Bayla Keyes violin • Matthew Ruggiero Martin Pearlman Sandra Nicolucci • 
Michelle Lacourse viola * bassoon Baroque ensembles • Anthony Palmer 
Benjamin Levy Eric Ruske horn * Robinson Pyle Wi ll iam Pappazisis 
double bass Robert Sheena natural trumpet Chris Parks 
Lucia Lin violin* English horn Marc Schachman Evan Sa nders 
Malcolm Lowe violin Ethan Sloane clarinet* Baroque oboe Karen Snell 
Dana Mazurkevich violin Jason Snider horn Jane Starkman John Wal lace• 
Yuri Mazurkevich violin * Samuel Solomon Baroque violin, viola 
lkuko Mizuno violin percussion Peter Sykes harpsichord * 
John Muratore guitar James Sommerville horn CONDUCTING 
George Neikrug cello++ Linda Toole flute David Hoose * 
James Orleans double bass Lee Vinson percussion MUSICOLOGY Ann Howard Jones * 
Lesl ie Parnas cello Richard Sunbury * David Martins 
Ann Hobson Pilot harp Victor Coelho* Scott Metcalfe choral lit. 
Barbara Poesch l-Edrich PIANO Steven Cornelius 
harp Jonathan Bass Brita Heimarck • 
Michael Reynolds cello* Anthony di Bonaventura * Thomas Peattie * OPERA INSTITUTE 
Rhonda Rider cello Maria Clodes-J aguaribe * Joshua Rifkin * Judith Chaffee 
Todd Seeber double bass Linda Jiorle-Nagy Andrew Shenton* Phyllis Curtin++ 
Roman Totenberg Joel Sheveloff * Sharon Daniels * 
violin++ Jeremy Yudkin * Frank Kelley 
Michael Zaretsky viola COLLABORATIVE PIANO Ruth Benson Levin 
Peter Zazofsky violin * Shiela Kibbe* Wil liam Lumpkin* 
Robert Merfeld COMPOSITION Adam Mclean 
AND THEORY Jim Petosa 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, Brett Abigana Betsy Polatin 
and PERCUSSION ORGAN Martin Amlin * Chri stien Polos 
Laura Ahlbeck oboe Nancy Granert Deborah Burton * Jeffrey Stevens 
Ken Amis tuba Peter Sykes * Richard Cornell * Nathan Troup 
Jennifer Bi ll saxophone Joshua Fineberg• A llison Voth • 
Peter Chapman trumpet Heather Gi lligan 
Geralyn Coticone flute VOICE Osvaldo Golijov 
Doriot Dwyer flute Michel le Alexander Samuel Headrick * STAFF PIANISTS 
Terry Everson trumpet • Sarah Arneson • David Kopp• Michelle A lexander 
John Ferrillo oboe Penelope Bitzas • Rodney Lister * Eve Budnick 
Richard Flanagan Sharon Daniels • Ketty Nez* Jodi Goble 
percussion Emma Dassori John Wallace· Phillip Oliver 
Joseph Fo ley trumpet James Demler * Steven Weigl * David Richardson 
Timothy Genis percussion Gary Durham Lorena Tecu 
Ian Greitzer clarinet Simon Estes * Noriko Yasuda 
Ronald Haroutounian Jodi Goble 
bassoon Phyllis Hoffman * Department Chairs 
John Heiss flute Frank Kelley represented in bold 
Gregg Henegar bassoon Susan Ormont 
Jerrold Pope • * full -t ime fa cu lty 
Maria Spacagna 
++Emeritus 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
UPCOMING EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES 
Tuesday, December 2, 7:30pm 
Saturday, December 6, 8:00pm and 
Sunday, December 7, 7:00pm 
Xanthos Ensemble 
Free to members of BU community 
$15 suggested donation fo r t he general public 
CFA Concert Hall 
Opera Scenes 
Singers from the BU opera program, 
musical and stage direction by opera faculty 
CFA Concert Hall 
"- esday, December 10, 7:30pm Boston University Messiaen Project 
Film screening and performance, 
introduced by Andrew Shenton 
NICOLAS BUENAVENTURA VIDAL The Charm of Impossibilities 
OLIVIER MESSIAEN The Quartet for the End of Time 
Tickets: $15, $12 
Museum of Fine Arts 
Tuesday, January 20, 7:30pm 
Tuesday, January 20, 7:30pm 
Friday, January 23, 7:30pm 
Monday, February 10, 7:30pm 
Faculty Recital Series 
KETTY NEZ piano 
CFA Concert Hall 
Faculty Recital Series 
PENELOPE BITZAS mezzo-soprano 
SHIELA KIBBE piano 
Tsai Performance Center 
Muir String Quartet 
in residence at Boston University 
w ith MENAHEM PRESSLER piano 
Tsai Performance Center 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra 
DAVID HOOSE conductor 
Tsai Performance Center 
For more information on our events, please contact the School of Music office at (617) 353-3341. 
Sign up for the CFA E-calendar at www.bu.edu/ cfa/ events 
CFA Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Ave. 
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Ave. 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Ave. 
,, 

